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a b s t r a c t

Detectability of the loose parts (LPs) in steam generator (SG) was studied with eddy current testing
technique such as X-probe, bobbin and rotating coils (MRPC®) as a function of LP size and spacing be-
tween LP and tube or between LP and support structures. SG mockup simulating SG tube and support
structures with LP was fabricated. The X-probe showed slightly better detectability than MRPC® for LP of
ferrous (F-LP) material and vice versa for LP of nonferrous (NF-LP) material. In terms of feasibility, in-
spection rate and other predictable features of the SG tubing inspections, X-probe can be used reliably for
monitoring the LPs and the flaws formed by LPs on SG tubes.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Information on condition of degraded SG tubes is critical to
ensure structural integrity of SG tube as well as environmental
safety related with radioisotope leakage [1]. ECT has been widely
used to evaluate a condition of SG tubes. ECT consists of generating
induction current in coil and monitoring eddy currents distribution
in SG tube and thereby determining impedance of defect in SG tube.
Pre-requirements of the proper ECT system are summarized as 1)
what probe(s) should be used, 2) what test frequencies are suitable,
3) what calibration defects or standards are required for signal
calibration and/or simulation, 4) what tests are required to differ-
entiate between significant signals and false indications, and 5)
how to estimate the depth of real defects [2]. Nowadays, many
defects in SG tube were generated by wear between SG tube and
foreign material of LP. So, detecting LP in SG has become very
important issues in nuclear society.

Bobbin probe, MRPC® and X-probes have been used for very
long time to detect plane flaws such as stress corrosion crack and
volumetric flaws. And merits and demerits of each ECT was well

established. There have been basic studies related to the develop-
ment of ETSS(Examination Technique Specification Sheet) to detect
PLP signal [3]. However, it was not payed much attention to the
detectability of LP in SG with those ECT even though LP may induce
severe damage to SG tube.

The purpose of this work is to get insight on a detectability of
bobbin probe, MRPC® and X-probes for F-LP and NF-LP materials in
secondary side of the SG. The distinctive features of the LP signals
are high dependency on test frequencies, magnetic properties and
geometry of LP materials and spacing between LP and SG tube or
between LP and support structure. The representative PLP (Possible
Loose Part) and LP affected wear (LPI, Loose Part Indication) in-
dications of bobbin and MRPC® are shown in Fig. 1.

2. Mockup methods

To compare the detectability and signal characteristics of the LPs
by ECT probes, we introduced the bobbin, MRPC® and X-probe as
well as variables of the LP materials, dimensions, degree of LP
proximity (horizontal) to the SG tubes and displacement (vertical)
to the support structure. The mockup apparatus with three tube
support structures; a drilled tubesheet (TTS), a baffle plate (BPC)
and an eggcrate type tube support plate (TSP), including batwing/
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vertical strips, are shown in Fig. 2.

2.1. Data acquisition and analysis

As mentioned above, the introduced probes were the bobbin,
MRPC® and X-probe, and the specific conditions of the testing with
applied probe pictures are briefly summarized in Table 1. Data
analysis was performed on the basis of a blind test with six Qual-
ified Data Analysts (QDAs) from domestic vendors. The data anal-
ysis guidelines applied to this data analysis is based on the EPRI
ETSS [1].

2.2. Loose part materials

LP specimens are largely divided into F- and NF-LPmaterials and
each LP has the shape of a rectangle with different areas and
thicknesses. The experiments were also performed with several
conditions of the LPs: LP dimensions, horizontal LP spacing to the
SG tubes and the vertical distance from the support structure. The
overall LP conditions and geometry are provided in the following
Table 2.

3. Results and discussion

As seen in Fig. 1, the test frequency for LP detection and signal
characteristics are quite different; furthermore, each LP of F- and
NF- needs to be reviewed with different testing probes of the
bobbin and MRPC®. The detectability of the LP was generally
compared with the bobbin probe and MRPC®, and the results of the
detectability of the X-probe comparedwith theMRPC® is addressed
in a separate part of this paper.

3.1. The detectability of the F-LP materials

3.1.1. Bobbin probe
Most of the 2 mm (L, Length) LPs were not detected by bobbin

probe, which means that they don't have any distorted component
of the LP assumed EC signals. However, for a 4 mm (L) specimen or

longer of no spacing, more than four analysts detected the LP sig-
nals. Most of the LP specimens with more than 2 mm (S, Spacing),
except on the TSP location, were not detected by most of the data
analysts. The LPs with more than 6 mm (L) were detectable, even
with a spacing of 2 mm. As a result of reviewing the detectability of
F-LP materials by a bobbin probe, we found that the detectability of
the LPs was correspondingly improved when the eddy current
density formed on the surface of the SG tube and the degree of the
proximity increased.

In particular, considering the geometry of the bobbin probe
(Fig. 3), we estimated the limitations of the LP signal detection. That
is, the predictable threshold value of the detectability is 4.5 mm
because the maximum eddy current closed loop is 4.5 mm [1.5
(thickness of the coil) mm x 3]. Even if the detectability of the LP
materials can be deduced from the correlation between the LP
specimen and the testing probe geometry, it could also be accom-
panied by research to provide the quantitative distribution of the
eddy current density with respect to the correlation with the test
frequency as well as the LP materials (F- and NF- LP).

On the other hand, TSP > BPC > TTS showed a slightly improved
detectability of F-LP materials on different tube support structures.
The lower detectability of F-LP specimens on TTS is due to the
higher amplitude than other BPC or TSP structures. It has been
widely known that the probability of detecting the indications
buried in those higher amplitude signals, such as geometry related
tube expansion, dents, bulges, etc., decreases. This tendency is
particularly noticeable in the case of a bobbin probe.

3.1.2. MRPC®

Comparing the detectability of the F-LP by the bobbin probe
with that of the MRPC®, we found that the MRPC® exhibited
increased detectability. As stated previously, most of the specimens
4 mm (L) or higher without spacing were detected by the bobbin
probe. However, the F-LP signals of the MRPC® could be detected
evenwhen 2mm (L) specimenwas in no spacing with the SG tubes.
The detectability of the MRPC® can also be derived from the cor-
relation between the diameter of the probe (0.115 inch ¼ 2.9 mm)
and the size of the foreign object. Unlike in the bobbin probe, the

Fig. 1. EC graphics of PLP and LPI indications of NF-LP(left) and F-LP(right).
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difference in the F-LP detectability by the support structurewas not
discernable. This was due to the probe geometry properties: MRPC®

coils have a spring loaded form in the unit, so the change in fill-
factor that affected the detectability was minimized, and thus, the
detectability was not greatly influenced by the support structure.

3.2. The detectability of the NF-LP materials

3.2.1. Bobbin probe
In the case of NF-LP materials, we found the LP detectability to

be weakened when compared with F-LP. The 4 mm (L) specimen

maintained no spacing on the TSPwas detectable and the rest of the
same LP specimens located on the TTS and BPC could not be
detected by the bobbin probe. The NF-LP specimens larger than
6 mm (L) on the structures were detectable, but when the speci-
mens were 1 mm (S) or more from the SG tubing surface, the
detectability was relatively lower than LP materials of no spacing.

Unlike the F-LP materials mentioned previously, the difference
in the detectability with respect to the tube support structures was
not clearly distinguished. This was because the sensitivity of the
NF-LP materials was lower than that of the F-LP as awhole, and it is
generally known that the penetration depth of the eddy current is

Fig. 2. Mockup apparatus (Courtesy of DHI).

Table 1
Specific data acquisition & analysis conditions of the mockup.

Data Acquisition Probe Bobbin Test Freq.: 550/300/150/20 kHz
MRPC® Test Freq.: 400/300/100/20/700 kHz
Array(X-probe) Test Freq.:400/300/100/50 kHz

Instrument MIZ-80ID MIZ-70, MIZ-30 & Auxiliary Probe Driver
Data Analysis Guidelines Per EPRI ETSS of Rev. 7

Method Blind Test
Data Analysts By Each of the 6 Independent Analysts (Except X-probe)
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inversely proportional to the conductivity and permeability of the
testing materials. This means the eddy current density on the sur-
face of the specimens tends to increase in materials with higher
conductivity and permeability. Furthermore, when the penetration
depth of the eddy current between the conductivity and the
permeability is compared, it is known that the higher the perme-
ability rather than the materials having higher conductivity, the
higher the eddy current density distributed on the surface. For
example, eddy current penetration depths of higher permeability
materials are lower in all frequency bands compared to copper
(100% IACS), which has the highest conductivity among non-
magnetic ferrous materials [4].

3.2.2. MRPC®

Most of the NF-LP materials of 2 mm (L) or larger were detect-
able by the MRPC® when they were placed no spacing to the SG
tube. However, it was difficult to detect the same LP specimenswith
1mm (S) or more spacing to the tube, due to the lower eddy current
density of NF-LP materials comparedwith the F-LPmaterials. In the
case of 4 mm (L) or larger specimens of 1 mm (S) or more apart,
there was decreased detectability of the LP signals. With 8 mm (L)
or larger specimens, each specimen was detectable, regardless of
the spacing to the SG tubes. In other words, the specimens with an
increased contact area could be easily detectable due to the pro-
portionally increased eddy current density on the SG tubing sur-
face. These general characteristics are also be applicable to F-LP
materials. The difference in the detectability of the NF-LP materials
for each structure is TSP > BPC > TTS in the order of the bobbin
probe, but no significant difference was found. Therefore, we
concluded that there was little tendency in the detectability of NF-
LP materials by structure location in the MRPC® test. Table 3 shows
the detailed comparison of the LP detectability mentioned above.

3.3. X-probe inspection results

3.3.1. X-probe characteristics
Generally, test probes used in ECT of heat exchanger tubes and

plate products are divided into Impedance and Transmit-Receive
(T-R) methods. Bobbin or MRPC®, having been applied for the SG
tubing inspection in the domestic plants, is a representative
impedance type, and the X-probe is an example of a T-R system.

With an impedance probe, eddy current signals are measured as
changes in the primary coil electrical impedance induced by the
eddy current magnetic field. In a T-R probe, the primary magnetic
field is generated by exciting the transmit coil, and eddy current
signals are measured as changes in voltage induced in the receive
coils. Signals generated by localized defects between transmit and
receive coils have an amplitude similar to a similarly sized
impedance pancake coil. However, because flux linkage between
transmit and receive is less than 10%, the probe response to global
effects, such as change in lift-off, are only 10% of those of a similar
size impedance coil. The signal-to-noise ratio of the transmit-
receive probe is five to ten times that of an impedance coil [5] [6].

3.3.2. Test probe
The probe type of the X-probe used in this mockup is ZAPF-XP2-

E00.610e216TF-ADB1E02-0.664-0.666. It consists of 16 pancake
coils in two rows and it has a separate bobbin probe, so it is possible
to quantitatively evaluate volumetric information with cracking
indications. For reference, the X-probe outfit and frequency/chan-
nel configuration are shown in Fig. 4 below.

3.3.3. Standard tube and calibration for X-probe
The standard tube and calibration procedure for the X-probe is

based on SGMP Guidelines Rev. 7, published by EPRI in 2007. The
following photos show the calibration standard tube and its basic
specifications presented in the guidelines. Generally, for X-probe
inspection, the EDM notch standard tube for the conventional
MRPC® test as well as this specific standard tube are basically
required. As shown in Fig. 5, at least three artificial defects,
including expansion, are required for X-probe calibration, and the
specific procedures for calibrations are as follows.

1) Expansion: In order to fully accommodate the axial length of the
entire multi-layer (typically 2e3 rows), the expansion has a
0.008 inch (tolerance: þ 0.001/-0.002 inch) 360� (Radial) spec-
ification. When calibrating, the phase angle of this expansion
signal to 0� is adjusted to be parallel to the X axis.

2) Groove_OD_30% tw: It has a 30% tw_OD (tolerance: þ0.002
inch) of circumferential groove 360� with a minimum width of
0.500 inch and an artificial defect for setting the amplitude of
the X-probe. The signal is measured peak-to-peak and is set to
5 V.

Table 2
Specific conditions and photo of the LP with different geometries.

Shape Specification Photo

X(Length) Y(Thickness) Z(Width)
2 � 1/2/3 5
4 � 1/2/3 5
6 � 1/2/3 5
8 � 1/2/3 5
10 � 1/2/3 5
15 � 1/2/3 5
20 � 1/2/3 5
30 � 1/2/3 5

Fig. 3. The geometry of the bobbin probe.
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3) Spiral Groove_OD_30% tw: In order to check the ordering of each
inspection frequency/channel, the 30% tw OD spiral groove over
a tube wall thickness of over 360� is adjusted.

3.3.4. X-probe data analysis results

3.3.4.1. Test frequency for PLP signal detection by LP materials.
As above mentioned impedance type bobbin and MRPC®, the T-R

type X-probe also had a mid-range LP detection frequency of
300 kHz for NF-LPmaterials and correspondingly a lower frequency
of 50 kHz for F-LP materials. Fig. 6 is an X-probe EC graphics
showing the detection frequencies of NF- and F-LP materials.

3.3.4.2. LP detectability by support, LP materials, LP size and LP
proximity. We conducted an experiment to confirm the detect-
ability of the LP by X-probe in several conditions as follows. The

Table 3
LP detectability by bobbin and MRPC® with different LP geometry, spacing and support structures.

Fig. 4. X-probe outfit (left) and frequency/channel configuration.

Fig. 5. Example of the X-probe calibration.
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proximity between the tube and LP (of F- and NF-) materials was
set to 0e3 mm in 1 mm increments, and the LP length varied
2e6 mm in 2 mm increments and the same 5 mm width was
maintained.

The results of the LP signal detectability were the same as those
of the MRPC®: 1) as the size and contact area of the LP materials
increases, 2) the F-LP rather than NF-LP showed an increased
possibility of the LP detection. Meanwhile, no difference in the LP
signal detection performance of the tube support structure was
observed in X-probe inspection. Figs. 7 and 8 show the represen-
tative X-probe graphics and amplitude variation for the detect-
ability of the LP signal by support structure, LP materials and LP
size. For reference, the amplitude of the LP materials was measured
on the specimens of no spacing to the tube.

3.3.4.3. Comparison of the LP detectability by the MRPC® and X-
probe. The LP signal detectability by the MRPC® and X-probe was
qualitatively compared. Unlike the previous blind test of the bobbin
and MRPC®, this experiment was performed by designated lead
Level III. As explained earlier, the MRPC® and X-probe are typically
known as impedance and T-R type probe systems, respectively. The
size of the F- and NF-LP was 5 mm in width and 2, 4 and 6 mm in
length. As previously well known, the LP detectability was almost
equivalent to that of the MRPC® and X-probe without having a
significant difference between the two types of probe design, i.e.,
impedance and T-R. However, the detection performance was
slightly different depending on the LP materials and the contact
status of the LP on the secondary side of the tubes.

In general, the detectability by the MRPC® and X-probe in the LP

Fig. 6. LP detection frequencies of X-probe [F-LP(left):50 kHz,NF-LP:300 kHz].

Fig. 7. Representative X-probe graphics for detectability of F-LP(upper) and NF-LP.
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materials showed a tendency to improve as the size and contact
area of the LP to the SG tube increased. However, there was a little
difference in the F- and NF-LP materials. Comparing MRPC® and X-
probe, X-probe showed a slightly increased detectability for F-LP
materials; MRPC® for NF-LP materials. The reason why the
detectability of the F-LP by the X-probe was relatively higher than
the MRPC® was assumed that the X-probe minimized the influence
of the lift-off. In this case the lift-off could be understood as the
contact area between the tube and LP materials. In addition,
because the output absolute signal is independent of the coil
resistance, we considered that the signal characteristics of the X-
probe is suitable for a low frequency test. Meanwhile, the signifi-
cant difference in LP detectability by the support structure could
not be addressed. Table 4 shows the difference in detectability of F-

and NF-LP materials by the X-probe and MRPC®, and Fig. 9 shows
the representative EC graphics of each LP material for detectability
comparison by those inspection probes.

4. Summary and conclusions

Detectability of the LPs in SG was characterized for combina-
tion of F- and NF- material, spacing between LP and structure and
ECT technique such as X-probe, bobbin and MRPC®. X-probe
showed slightly better detectability than MRPC® for F-LP and vice
versa for NF-LP. In terms of feasibility, inspection rate and other
predictable features of the SG tubing inspections, X-probe can be
used reliably for monitoring the LPs and the flaws formed by LPs
on SG tubes.

Fig. 8. Measured amplitude variation of F-LP(upper) and NF-LP (spacing: 0 mm).

Table 4
LP Detectability comparison of the MRPC® and X-probe.
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